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Abstract

Aims—To assess the reproducibility and validity of a new instrument for grading nuclear cataract—the laser slit lamp, by comparison with an established method of lens grading—the Lens Opacities Classification System III (LOCS III).

Methods—62 volunteers (113 eyes) were examined on two occasions. At each visit, a video image of the anterior segment was captured with the laser slit lamp and stored digitally. A measure of lens opacity for each laser slit lamp image was calculated using image analysis software. Each lens was also photographed on both visits for LOCS III grading of nuclear colour and nuclear opalescence.

Results—There was a linear increasing relation between the laser slit lamp measure of nuclear lens opacity and the LOCS III nuclear opalescence scores. The overall reproducibility of the laser slit lamp measurement was comparable with LOCS III (intraclass correlation coefficient of 95% (95% CI 92.9–96.5) for the laser slit lamp method; 97% (95% CI 95.6–97.9) for the LOCS III method). However, among healthy subjects, the reproducibility was lower (intraclass correlation for the laser slit lamp of 38.6% (95% CI 12.9–59.2) and 76.1% (95% CI 62.3–85.4) for LOCS III).

Conclusion—The laser slit lamp appears to give a valid measurement of nuclear cataract. The reproducibility of the instrument was high and similar to that of LOCS III. Modifications to the design would have to be made to improve its reproducibility among healthy subjects. It is simpler than other objective instruments, and could be used in large scale studies of cataract.

(Br J Ophthalmol 1999;83:1159–1163)

The objective assessment of cataract is essential to any epidemiological or therapeutic study of cataract.1 The simplest method of doing this is by direct ophthalmoscopy to estimate the proportion of red reflex obscured by lens opacity through an undilated pupil. This technique has good reproducibility and has been used successfully in the field.2 However, the method is unable to distinguish different cataract types, and is relatively insensitive, thereby underestimating the early stages of cataract formation.

Slit lamp based classification systems have also been tested in the field.4,5 Lens evaluation is carried out after dilating the pupil, allowing assessment of cataract type and severity. These methods are designed to be applied by an ophthalmologist who is required to grade the appearance of lenses under study against set pictorial standards. Good intraobserver agreement was demonstrated for nuclear cataract grading in these studies.6,7 Interobserver agreement tended to be lower, however, leading both reports to conclude that for longitudinal studies of cataract, both initial and follow up examinations should be performed by the same ophthalmologist. Furthermore, the coarseness of the scale used to assess nuclear cataract means that the methods may not be sensitive to small (but clinically or biologically significant) differences in nuclear cataract severity.

The Lens Opacities Classification System III (LOCS III)5 is another slit lamp based cataract grading method. Lenses are graded for the three major types of cataract—nuclear, cortical, and posterior subcapsular. For each cataract type, the observer assigns a severity score to the lens, using the standard photographs. It may be applied clinically (direct slit lamp grading) or by photograding (grading of lens photographs taken using a standard protocol). The method allows the grader to interpolate between the supplied photographic standards thus allowing greater precision in estimating cataract severity. As with any primitively observer dependent system, LOCS III is vulnerable to inconsistencies in application of the system over time and between observers. This can be mitigated against by appropriate observer training but cannot be eliminated.

Photograding is less subject to these effects than direct patient derived grading. However, as the devisers of LOCS III themselves point out “In the ‘real world’, the cost or inefficiency of photograding may be too high, especially when screening large numbers of patients rapidly in field conditions.”7 The rationale of the more objective methods is to reduce the human component of the measurement as far as possible. Such a method is especially desirable in the case of nuclear cataract because it comprises the largest subgroup in many studies,1,8 and its diagnosis and grading is the most difficult.8

We have therefore developed a novel method of assessing the severity of nuclear cataract based on a standard slit lamp. The apparatus comprises an illumination arm that generates a slit of laser light, and a viewing arm with attached beam splitter and high sensitivity charge coupled device (CCD) camera allowing a video image of the laser illuminated anterior segment to be sent to a computer (Figs 1 and 2). The image is then analysed to measure the amount of light back scattered from the lens nucleus (Fig 3). The device was made using...
readily available components. Its reproducibility and validity are unknown. We carried out a study to measure these variables as described below.

Materials and methods

Twenty-nine volunteers from a research institution (six men and 23 women), aged between 20 and 61 years (mean 40.1 (SD 10.6)) took part in the study. None of them had a history of cataract. In addition, 33 volunteers (16 men and 17 women) from the cataract surgery waiting list at Southampton Eye Unit took part. They were aged between 64 and 90 years (mean 65.5 (6.2)). The aim was to apply the method across as wide as possible a range of nuclear lens opacity. Both eyes were examined unless the fellow eye had had previous cataract surgery or the subject was only prepared to have one eye dilated. Thus, 113 eyes were imaged on two occasions.

Each participant attended for an assessment of lens opacity on two occasions. Participants’ pupils were dilated before the measurements with tropicamide 1%. One observer (NH) carried out all image capture using the laser slit lamp, and performed all lens photography using a Zeiss anterior segment camera and Kodak Ektachrome 200ASA film. One subject was omitted from the analysis because the quality of the lens images was too poor to be satisfactorily analysed. During image capture, the lens was observed with a real time video “window” on the computer screen and the subjects’ fixation controlled using the Purkinje images (Fig 1). Constant settings for the laser slit lamp’s video camera and also for the anterior segment camera were maintained throughout the study. Two ophthalmologists (NH, RZ), individually graded the lens photographs (masked, and projected in random order) against LOCS III standards according to the stated protocol. In brief, LOCS III nuclear opalescence is graded by comparing the slide of the lens to be graded, with the standard nuclear images (standards 1–6). The grader then assigns a decimal grade to reflect the position of the unknown within the appropriate standard interval. The average opalescence of the entire nucleus in the lens being evaluated is compared with that in each of the standards. Similarly, nuclear colour is graded by comparing the colour of the lens to be graded with that in standard nuclear images 1–6 and using decimals to interpolate between the integer values of the reference standards. In this study, individual scores for each slide were then compared, and a consensus grade obtained by reference to the original slide.

The digital images from the laser slit lamp were analysed with IMAGE PRO PLUS software. To avoid bias during this procedure, all image files were randomly renamed before the analysis. A standard elliptical area of interest mask was defined to encompass as much of the lens nucleus as possible without including cortex. This was first estimated by trial and error with reference to a series of the anterior segment images. The dimensions of this estimated ellipse were then reduced slightly to take account of nuclei that might be smaller than those in the initial series. The standard elliptical mask thus obtained was then saved and used to define the area of interest in all subsequent analyses. A variable amount of outer nuclear shell would thus be excluded from the portion of the nucleus sampled using this method. This excluded area would tend to be larger in older subjects who generally have larger lens nuclei.

The mean pixel intensity within the mask (on a scale of 0 to 255) for the central nuclear region in each lens was calculated by the image analysis computer program. An “area of interest” mask with the same dimensions was then used to calculate the mean pixel intensity in a...


Table 1  Distribution of LOCS III nuclear colour and opalescence gradings in 113 eyes with gradable photographs according to subject type (healthy or from cataract waiting list)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCS III score</th>
<th>Nuclear colour</th>
<th>Nuclear opalescence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>Cataract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1–0.9</td>
<td>30 (54.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0–1.9</td>
<td>23 (41.8%)</td>
<td>2 (3.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0–2.9</td>
<td>2 (3.6%)</td>
<td>13 (22.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0–3.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19 (32.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0–4.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15 (25.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0–5.9</td>
<td>15 (25.9%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0–6.9</td>
<td>30 (54.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>55 (100%)</td>
<td>58 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

The distribution of LOCS III gradings for nuclear opalescence and colour (based on the consensus score) for the first lens photographs is tabulated according to whether the subject was from the cataract waiting list (cataract) or from the research institution (healthy) in Table 1. The median interval between repeat measurements was 3 days (minimum 1 day, maximum 29 days). Nuclear opalescence grades varied from 0.2 to 2.0 in the eyes of healthy subjects, and from 1.8 to 6.7 in the eyes of cataract subjects. The corresponding ranges for nuclear colour were from 0.2 to 3.0 for healthy subjects and from 2.4 to 6.5 for cataract subjects. The median pixel intensity (first measurement) was 6.8 in the eyes of healthy subjects (range 1.3–10.2) and 13.4 in the cataract patients’ eyes (range 3.4–72). Pixel intensities were plotted against LOCS III scores for all eyes to assess the validity of the laser slit lamp method (Fig 4). The graph shows that there is a linear, increasing relation between the logged pixel intensities and the LOCS III opalescence scores and that they are fairly closely correlated; the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.85 (p<0.001).

The relation between the lens opacity scores obtained from the two visits is shown for the laser slit lamp in Figure 5A and for LOCS III in Figure 6A. These plots indicate that both (untransformed) scale, thus the untransformed data were used in most of the analysis. Descriptive analyses were carried out on the first measurements of each eye.

Statistical Methods

Compensated pixel intensities were calculated as the mean pixel intensity in the region of interest minus the mean pixel intensity in the background region. Reproducibility coefficients (95% range for the difference between two repeat measurements on the same eye) were used as a measure of the absolute reproducibility of each method of cataract grading. This is only an appropriate measure if the variability does not depend on the value of the measurement; plots of the difference between the two repeat measurements against the mean of the two were used to check this assumption.

Intraclass correlation coefficients estimate the proportion of total variability due to differences between subjects (or eyes in the case of this study). The reproducibility coefficient cannot be used for comparing the reproducibility of the two methods because they use different scales of measurement. Since the main focus of the study was to assess the ability of the laser slit lamp method to provide a reproducible measure of cataract, intraclass correlations were calculated separately for healthy and cataract subjects. The distribution of compensated pixel intensities was positively skewed. However, more crucial to this analysis was the assumption that the variability was constant; this was true only on the original
Intraclass correlation coefficients for each method of cataract grading. (Calculated on 113 eyes, each measured twice.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Laser slit lamp</th>
<th>LOCS III score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pixel intensity</td>
<td>Nuclear colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean difference</td>
<td>0.40 (−0.24−1.04)</td>
<td>0.06 (−0.01−0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2−session 1) (%)</td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy subjects</td>
<td>38.6 (12.9−59.2)</td>
<td>82.3 (71.1−89.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataract subjects</td>
<td>94.7 (91.2−96.9)</td>
<td>94.1 (90.2−96.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subjects</td>
<td>95.0 (92.9−96.5)</td>
<td>96.7 (95.3−97.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

We have shown a linear relation between lens opacity as assessed by the compensated pixel intensities obtained from the laser slit lamp and the consensus LOCS III scores for nuclear opalescence. Furthermore the reproducibility of the laser slit lamp is high, and similar to values we obtained using LOCS III. Intraclass correlation coefficients were 95% and 97% for the laser slit lamp and LOCS III nuclear opalescence respectively and did not differ significantly. Our data concerning the validity of the laser slit lamp data are similar to the results of other investigators who compared scores obtained by clinical grading with a digital method using Scheimpflug photography.14 Our data concerning the reproducibility of LOCS III agreed with the results of other researchers,15 who reported an intraclass correlation of 97% for LOCS III nuclear opalescence using photograting. These figures are also similar to values reported by the developers of LOCS III—96%,16 and 95%,17 for grading nuclear opalescence.

When we examined the intraclass correlation for healthy volunteers and cataract subjects separately, we found that both systems were less reproducible for the healthy group. The performance of the laser slit lamp was particularly poor in this group. This is in part the result of the narrower distribution of values in healthy subjects for both systems. It may also be because neither system functions as well at the lower end of the scale. In the case of the laser slit lamp, our impression was that the values we recorded at the lower end showed a low signal to noise ratio. An improvement in the performance of the system might be achieved by recording a neutral and stable background device (for example, Ulbricht sphere) for calibration and use in subtractive calculations.

Another measurement device that has been developed to quantify cataract objectively is the lens opacity meter. It measures the amount of stray light produced by the lens in response to a modulated beam of incident red light.18 The instrument was developed in order to estimate the influence of cataract on subjective measures of visual function, such as visual field testing. “Opacity value” readings produced by the lens opacity meter correlated positively with density values from the nucleus as measured by Scheimpflug photography.19 However, all stray light produced anywhere between cornea and the posterior capsule of the lens is detected,18 and the instrument cannot give detailed information about different scattering properties of the various regions of the lens.20
Objective methods of nuclear cataract quantification have otherwise incorporated Scheimpflug optics in the imaging system. We challenge this requirement. Intraclass correlations for one such instrument ranged from 95% to 98% which is similar to the values we have obtained for the laser slit lamp.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the laser slit lamp measure of nuclear lens opacity correlated positively with values obtained using a well recognised system of grading—LOCS III. We have also shown the system to be similar in reproducibility of grading nuclear cataract to LOCS III and to more expensive objective systems for measuring nuclear cataract. However, the laser slit lamp has poor reproducibility among subjects without significant lens opacity. This is probably because of the lower levels of reflected light from clear lenses. Further development of the system may enhance its performance.

Appendix

DESCRIPTION OF THE LASER SLIT LAMP

A low power diode laser housed in a vertical column replaced the illumination arm of a Zeiss slit lamp. The optics of the laser were modified by placing a high power convex cylindrical lens in the path of the beam and then directing the beam against a 45 degree mirror in order to produce a vertical slit of light. The column can be rotated about a concentric vertical axis so that a vertical slit of light can be projected into the eye in similar fashion to a conventional slit lamp. The brightness of the beam was attenuated by positioning a vertical slit aperture in the path of the beam. The laser wavelength was 635 nm and the power of the whole attenuated beam was measured as 143 µW using the Newport optical power meter Model 840. This gave a maximum permissible exposure time of 8.5 minutes. This gave a maximum permissible exposure time to the eye of 8.5 minutes. 21 This gave a maximum permissible exposure time of 34 minutes. Because the laser light cannot, in fact, be focused on to the retina during examination, there is an appreciable additional safety margin beyond this time.

We used a Carl Zeiss beam splitter coupled to a COHU monochrome video camera and PC with a Chameleon video card to display and capture live video images. We used Image Pro software to analyse the image files which were stored in .ti format.

Philip Lempert designed and built the laser slit lamp and has filed a patent for the design. All measurements and analyses were carried out independently by the other authors none of whom has a proprietary interest in the instrument.

Dr Hall was supported by a Wellcome Trust research training fellowship in clinical epidemiology. Miss Susan Bear and Mr Stephen Smith assisted with data collection and processing. Mr Tony Murrills and Miss Angela Cotton of the Department of Medical Physics and Bioengineering, Southampton General Hospital, measured the power of the laser and calculated maximum permissible exposure times for the eye. Mr Frank Clewlow and colleagues of the same department provided electrical and mechanical assistance with the equipment.
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